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The structure, contents and current progress of the Chromosome Database of the Catalan 
Countries are presented. This database, named CROMOCAT, covers a flora of 4,360 taxa of vas
cular plants on an area of nearly 70,000 square kilometres. The total number of records are 23,610 
for the table named CRO-OUT and 2,332 for the table named CRO-IN; the territories with the 
highest number of chromosome reports are the Balearic Islands and the Pyrenaean provinces. 

The chromosome atlas of a given country, linked to the generai flora of its territory is a 
very useful tool for documenting infraspecific variation, cytobiogeography, endemism 
classification, and ori gin of the flora. As demonstrated on many occasions, such chromo
some surveys are helpful for solving ordinary taxonomic problems in the light of biosys
tematics. In the near future, chromosome databases could be considered as the embryo of 
information systems documenting genetic biodiversity either as genetic resources of a 
given region or more precisely identifiable diversity units for conservation policies. 

Although many countries have already finished their chromosome atlas (in coordination, 
or not, with their flora) , the Catalan Countries lack this too1. We tried to fill the gap follow
ing the project proposed by the OPTIMA Karyosystematics Commission at the Meeting held 
in Borovec in 1993 (Kamari, 1996). This project provides a common basis for building a net
work of chromosome databases leading to a future shared Mediterranean Chromosome 
Database. As stated by Berendsohn & al. (1997), only sporadic efforts have previously been 
made to make karyo10gical information available in electronic form; for this reason, CRO
MOCAT should be considered only as a first attempt to implement a karyological database. 
Opinions, comments and information on similar projects will be appreciated by the authors. 

History oJ Catalan chromosome information - The first report dates back to 1926 
(2n= 16 for Diplotaxis erucoides from Barcelona, in a PhD Thesis of J. Homedes, see Baez 
1933); the second one from a review of chromosome numbers of Spanish Cruciferae by 
A. Baez, published in the old prestigious catalan botanical journal Cavanillesia, also from 
D. erucoides, collected from Girona (Baez 1993). 
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The current development of karyology in our country began under the influence of the 
school of Prof. C. Favarger in Neuchàtel, through the Contributions of A. M. Cauwet 
(Perpinyà), M. A. Cardona (Menorca) and the visits ofPh. Kiipfer to the Pyrenees between 
the late 60's and the beginning of the 70's. The visit to Barcelona of Contandripoulos 
(Marsei11e) at the end ofthe 70's and the courses by Prof. C. Favarger, Prof. M. A. Cardona 
and Prof. J. Molero started the formation of new cytotaxonomists who obtained chromo
some data for their PhD Thesis. Today, researchers from the whole Iberian Peninsula and 
from a11 the world continue to increase the chromosome knowledge of our flora and some 
new techniques, as chromosome banding or in-situ DNA hybridization are being devel
oped in our laboratori es. 

Scope and goals 

Our chromosome database covers the taxa of vascular plants of the Catalan Countries, 
including the Regions of Valencia and Catalonia, the Balearic Islands, Andorra and the 
Northern (French) Catalonia, corresponding to the OPTIMA territories of Hs, BI and Ga, 
respectively. 

A first, but very important decision, was the taxonomic scheme to be used. The only 
published complete list oftaxa from the Catalan Countries is the "Flora Manual dels Paisos 
Catalans" by Bolòs & al. (1993); it was thereby selected for CROMOCAT. This flora was 
also chosen as a basis for the Chorologic Database (Font 1996), and other projected data
bases, such as the Ethnobotanical Database designed by J. Va11ès (com. pers.) wi11 fo11ow 
the same model, so that a further integrated system of Plant Information Databases could 
be implemented in the future . 

This Catalan System of Plant Information is embraced in the planning of the Catalan 
Strategy for Biodiversity Conservation (fo11owing the Rio Convention). It wi11 aiso be at 
the core of a future Documentation Centre of Plant Biodiversity, which wi11 be organized 
by the University ofBarceiona to coordinate plant information held by Libraries, Herbaria 
and Databases, and to provi de consistent information to researchers, decision makers, 
administrators and the GeneraI Public. 

From this starting point, the following goals were designed for CROMOCAT: 

• To include chromosome numbers and associated chromosomai data (karyotypes, chro
mosome formulae, photographs, banding, etc.), i.e. textual and image data. 

• To include both complete records of chromosome studies based on populations inside 
the Catalan Countries, and reference records for our taxa from other areas. 

• To provide access to the originai publication of the data, as a large amount of comple
mentary information cannot be included in the generai cards and to a110w for verifica
tion of the transcription processo 

• To design interfaces for information input directly from the microscope, from CD
ROM, remote databases and on-line sources. 

• To provide for further extension of CROMO CA T towards other data such as isozyrnes 
or DNA markers. 

• To produce a data access interface to the Internet and a110w linkage to other databases 
in a networked system of plant information. 
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Setup, structure and design 

Hardware.- The equipment used consists of a Pentium-class computer connected to a 
LAN and the Internet, a Hewlett Packard ScanJet 4c/T scanner, two laser printers, an 
Axiolab E Zeiss microscope, a Hitachi VideoDeck VT-S80E video recorder equipped with 
an Averkey Plus system and a Sony TV monitor, and a CD-ROM duplicator-recorder 
Philips CDD-2000 IPW. 

Software.- The database was implemented using Microsoft Access 2.0; for image capture 
and processing the images Corel Photo-Paint 5.0 and Visioner Paper-Port 3.0 were used. 

Tables, fields and structure.- As a relational database system, Access allows the bui Id
ing of a system of interrelated tables, which helps to avoid duplicate entries and can be 
used to facilitate the completion of records in individuai tables (Fig. l). 

There are two main and six complementary tables, comprised ofmajor fields defined by 
the OPTIMA Commission for Karyosystematics (included there in the tables named 
CHRODATA, CHROTAXON and CHROBIBLIO, Kamari 1996). 

A particular effort to avoid mistakes and misinterpretations has been made with the aim 
to provide an appropriate degree of reliability of the information facilitated by CROMO
CAT. Following a recommendation given by A. Strid during the discussion of the OPTI
MA database project five years ago, all data have been carefully checked and markers and 
comments have been included to indicate remaining doubts. With the exception of very 
few records, all information in CRO-IN have been verified by direct consultation of the 
originaI source. In the following, details are given for the fields of the two mai n tables 
(CRO-IN and CRO-OUT) as well as for the six complementary ones. 
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Figure 1.- Table relationships in CROMO CA T. 
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eRO-IN - This is the longest file, comprising 30 fields of information of any chromo
some data from the Catalan Countries (Table l). Ali records created from a bibliographic 
source are linked to the digitalized originai document via the table BIBLIOGRAFIA. The 
registration number (N. registre) is marked by a trailing parenthesis when the originai 
source could not be obtained. The published name (NomPubli) has been corrected for 
orthography, author abbreviation or other very evident errors, following the recommenda
tions of Uotila & Pellinen (1985). Otherwise, the name is maintained as published. The 
field CODI FLORA contains the taxon number according to the Flora dels Palsos Catalans, 
which is the basis for links to other Catalan databases. To ensure the accurate allocation of 
names even in case oftaxonomic disagreements, some supp1ementary fields for synonyms 
have been added to the table "Taxons PPCC"; the names coming from other standard 
works such as Med-Checklist (Greuter & al. 1984-1989), Flora Iberica (Castroviejo & al. 
1986-1997) and Flora Europaea (Tutin & al. 1964-1980). This was of particular impor
tance as a guide for the young people helping us in to enter records. For umesolved prob-
1ems, a set of markers is available. 

With respect to the origin of the populations analyzed, the OPTIMA territories, admin
istrative units (Spanish provinces and French departments) and the natura l districts 
(comarca) are given; doubtful or uncertain ascriptions are indicated by a question mark. 
The locality has been translated to Catalan, doubtful records again being marked. For the 
Ba1earic Islands, the name of each particular island is given in the first pIace. Fields for 
ecological details, altitude and geographic coordinates, complete the localization data. A 
field for a herbarium voucher citation is present, however, this important data item is miss
ing from 32 % ofthe CRO-IN chromosome reports. 

The chromosome number is given, under n or 2n followed by fields for indications of 
B chromosomes, the chromosome formula, etc. , each of which may be marked by an "i" 
referring to a fie1d of comments typed by the member of the Secretariat who is responsi
ble for the record. 

The code given in the source field is removed once the originai publication has been 
checked; it indicates the source in which the report has initially been detected. 

Digitalized images.- The graphical data elements are imperative in karyology and their 
handling isa criticai point in the database management system (Berendsohn & al. 1997). 
In the first version of CROMOCAT, the individuai graphics were shown on screen togeth
er with the textua1 items in the database (Fig. 2). To do so, separate files had to be created 
to store karyograms, plate drawings, photographs, idiograms, etc. for each record. 
However, this lead to a series of problems of technical nature (a lot of memory is con
sumed even if links were used instead of inserts) and of scientific nature (the scale length 
is not a1ways provided with the publication, some errors are produced when scanning 
images). It forced us to use the currently followed procedure: the entire originai paper is 
now scanned (Fig. 3). This makes the data accessib1e for further confirmation and at the 
same time provides the photographs, idiograms, etc. through the PaperPort software, as 
indicated in the respective field cells. In some countries this can be considered an alterna
tive to photocopies for personal use and thus be 1egally admitted but it poses a problem for 
generai and open distribution due to copyright rules. It is not feasible to reach agreements 
with ali the publishers for more than 5,300 bibliographic records over more than 50 years; 
so this problem remains to be solved. 
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CRO-OUT.- This 9-field table holds chromosome reports on Catalan taxa which have 
been obtained from populations outside the study area (Table 2). An effort to standardize 
has been made in accordance with Berendsohn (1998): country abbreviations follow the 
ISO 3166 standard and, as in the CRO-IN data, BPH is used for periodical abbreviations, 
Levan & al. (1964) for chromosome formulae, Index Herbariorum (Holmgren & al. 1990) 
for Herbaria, Grid data follow UTM. CRO-OUT is used as a table of reference for the 

Figure 2.- CROMOCAT output in 1996. 
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Figure 3.- Example display for CRO-IN digitalized bibliography. 
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Figure 4.- Geographic distribution of the CRO-IN records, arranged by OPTIMA territori es (left) 
and by administrative demarcations (right). 

interpretation of CRO-IN data, but captures less detail and the records themselves are less 
complete. The bibliographic sources her for CRO-OUT records are photocopied but not 
electronically scanned. For records in eRO-IN and CRO-OUT, the person responsible for 
the data entry is noted. 

The table BIBLIOGRAFIA. holds standardized bibliographic citations; it corresponds 
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Table 1.- eRO-IN table structure. 
Nombre del campo Tipo de datos Descrioci6n 

~ Texto Numero Unic que identifica cada fitxa cromosòmìca 
::::= NOMPU6LI Texto Nom del tàxon tal com consta a la publicacio originai 

COOI FLORA Texto Codi numèric conesponent al numero de tàxon de la Flora Manual dels PPCC = COOI BIBllO Texto Codi que identifica de maner 3 unica cada fitxa bib!iogr àfica 
COOIOPTlt1A Texto Codi Optim. segons ~1ed-Cheddist i ~1CNR = CODI DEr~ARCAClO Texto Codi demarcacio segons delimitacio administrativa 
COOI COr~ARCA Texto Codi coman:a segons tessure ORCA = PREClSIO ADSCRIPCIO Texto Predsio de l'adscripcio (amarcal ilo de la demarcacio 
LOCAlITAT Text o Transcrita de la publicaci6! amb ortografia corregìda al catal.à = INFORMACIO SUPLEMENTÀRIA LOCAlITAT Texto Altra informaciO sobre 5/Jbstrat! orìentacio, loca!itzacio, etc, citada a la publicaci6 

_ PLEC D"HERBARI Texto Abrevìatura Index Herbariorum (si en té)· num. de plec· col.lectorls - (si consta) -data 

- ~~:~~~ Numérico Extreta de la publicaciO en m s.m. Si s'indjc.3: una franja} s'ha transcrìt la IY!lnima 
Texto Tal com consta a la publicaciò originai = LONGITUD Texto T al com consta a la publicaci6 orìginal 

UTM Texto T al com consta a la publicad6 originai 
;::: MATERIAL VEGETAL Texto Tal com consta a la publicacì6 origin03:1 
I- 2n Texto f'I.lombre cromosòmic somàtic 

n Texto Nombre cromosòmic gamètic = I ~~E~~~~ILITAT NOMBRE CROMOSÒMIC ~~NO Si la publicaci6 ho reporta '" ' . <. 
Table 2.- eRO-aUT table structure. 

Nombre del càmoo TiDo de dato. DescriDeion 
r! CODI FLORA Texto Codi numèric eorresponent al numero de tàxon de la Flora f-lfanual del:; PPCC 
r- NOMPUBLl Texto Nem del tàxon tal com consta a la publicacio originai 
r- HAPLO Texto Nombre cfomosòmic gamètic 
r- DIPlO Texto Nombre croroosòmic somàtic 

r- r~~AL Texto Codi del pals segons la norma ISO 3616 
Texto Transcrita de la pubticaci6 a una unitat administrativa més petita := CODI SISLlO Texto Codi que identifìca de manera unica cada fitxa bibliogràfica 

r- ~~~;~AT Texto Font de la referència bìblìogràfica si aquesta s'ha obtingut lndiredament (codi intern a 
Texto Signatur a de qui ha complimentat la f itxa cromosòmica 

to the OPTIMA table CHROBIBLIO. It also provides the link to the digitalized copy of 
each papero TAXONS PPCC provides the taxonomic data ascribed to each record, follow
ing Bolòs & al. (1993), and including the main synonyms. FAMILIES is linked to the pre
vious table contains family names and their codes according to Bolòs & al. (1993). 
MUNICIPIS contains a thesaurus ofmunicipalities ofthe Cata1an Countries, following the 
codification adopted by Font (1996) in his Chorologic Database. Finally, DEMARCACI O 
includes the codes for the administrative and geographical units allowing for queries using 
different unit schemes. 

ISO-IN is a table created recently as a test for the inclusion of isozyme data, which 
appear increasing1y in the botanica11iterature (Tab1e 3). The tab1e includes fields for the 
most common1y used diversity parameters (Harnrick & al. , 1991), such as: A (mean num
ber of alle1es per locus), p (mean number of polymorphic loci) and Ho and He, observed 
and expected heterozygosity respective1y, and a reference if the scanned paper gives tables 
of allellic frequences, zimogrammes, etc . Analogous tables are planned for DNA data. 

CurreDt state of the system 

A1though the CROMO CA T system is open to direct microscope image inputs, as well 
as to Internet or other electronic connections, actually the chromosome data in the system 
has the following sources: 

• Published papers avai1able in the Libraries of Barcelona 
• PhD. Thesis and Master Thesis 
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Table 3.- ISO-IN table designed to include isozyme records. 

n·1 NOMPUBLI I co DII co rl cci col cOli AL H l UTM I AI p I Ho I He ITAUllzIM 

• l 
Delphinil.lm montanum DC 0118a 1647 Ga P. (AY 1980 iiimtIl 2,5 100 0,263 0,307 Si No 

1-
2 Delphinìum montanum DC. 0118a 1647 Hs L BY 2350 31TCG98 2.8 87,5 0,291 0,389 Si Si 

1- 3 Delphinil.lffi bolosii C Blanché et J. O 119b 1647 Hs L NO 29031TCG34 1,8 61,5 0,141 0,157 Si No 
1-4 Delphinium bolosii C Blanché etl. 01!9b 1647 Hs T PR 600 3ITCF27 1,7 53,8 0,173 0, 183 Si Si 
1- 5 Delphinìum verdunense Balb. 0115a 1647 Hs B AD 196 31TDF09 1,8 36,4 0,147 0,172 Si No 
1-6 De1phinìtun verdunense Balb . 0115a 1647 Hs L AB 110031TCHIO 2,5 45,5 0,161 0,238 Si No 
1-7 Delphinium gracile DC. 0115b 1647 Hs Os BI 300 31TBF69 1,7 45,S 0,212 0,162 Si No 
1- 8 Delphinium gracile DC. 0115b 1647 H$ A MA 10031SBC48 1,7 36,4 0,182 0,147 Si No 
1- 9 Delphinium gracile DC 0115b 1647 Hs A MA 200 31SBC48 1,9 54,5 0,201 0,168 Si No 

• Books, Chromosome Atlases, etc, paper format 
• Chromosome Atlases in electronic format (Jardin Botanico de Madrid, Universidad de 

Sevilla) 
• Chromosome Files of M. Àngels Cardona (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona) 
• Unpublished data (from some PhD Thesis they are not cited and need the author 's per

mission to be consulted) 

Outputs from CROMOCAT is currently obtained by way of queries in MS Access 2.0 or 
97. A Internet version of CROMO CA T has not yet been produced, but e-mail consultations 
to the author's addresses will be answered. Further development of CROMO CA T can be 
followed at our web site (http://www.ub.eslbotanica/greb/cromocat.htm). 

Data summary.- From the present degree of development of CROMOCAT, some 
remarks and data on its contents could be given. 

Summary ofinformation contents.- The Catalan flora contains 149 families including 
935 genera and 3,580 species, and including subspecies, the number oftaxa ofthe vascu
lar flora is 4,360. The total surface of the area covered by CROMOCAT is nearly 70,000 
square kilometres. 

The total number ofrecords is 2,332 for CRO-IN and 23,610 for CRO-OUT. The num
ber of bibliographic records stored at present is 5,348. The number of taxa of the Flora of 
the Catalan Countries from which CRO-OUT gives information is 3,4l3. This means that 
64.5% of the total taxa have been studied elsewhere. Currently, the main sources of data 
for CRO-OUT are from Mediterranean countries and from eastern Europe where extensive 
chromosome checklists exist. 

The 2,332 chromosome cards of CRO-IN cover only 18.4 % of the total flora and 
belong to 43.6 % of the total number of families. To convey an idea of the completeness 
of the data it should be noted that 24.7 % of the reports include plate drawings or photo
graphs and only 4.1 % give the chromosome formula. This means that the majority of 
records still gives only the chromosome number. 22.9 % of CRO-IN cards are n reports 
whereas 77.1 % are 2n reports. 

A first geographical analysis of the CRO-IN data from CROMOCAT shows that 52% 
ofthe total records come from the OPTIMA territory ofHs, 34% from BI and 14% from 
Gal. Grouping these data by administrative demarcations, the Balearic Islands show the 
highest number of chromosome reports, followed by the Pyrénées Orientales and the 
Lleida province. There is a small number of populations of doubtful adscription, usually 
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located in the boundary between two demarcations (Fig. 4). By comparing the number of 
chromosome reports by comarques (districts), there are six comarques at the bottom, with 
only 1 record, all six being inland or plain areas, whereas the 5 top comarques are headed 
by the Mallorca and Menorca Islands, and the 3 Pyrenaean ones. This indicates that the 
efforts of cytotaxonomists have stressed on such high diversity areas, and that the traces of 
the intense job of some OPTIMA members, particularly of the late and esteemed M. 
Àngels Cardona are mirrored in CROMOCAT data. 

Development of Cromocat 

After a first phase of design, the phase of database implementation started in 1996, and 
a Secretariat composed ofMaria Bigordà, Marta Margeli, Miriam Galisteo began to intro
duce chromosome data, mainly from literature. This was helped by the indexes produced 
by the Real Jardin Botanico de Madrid and the Universitay of Sevilla, to which we are 
indebted. The Secretariat is based at the Faculty ofPharmacy, University ofBarcelona, and 
incorporated in the Research Group on Plant Biodiversity and Biosystematics (GReB). A 
third phase of implementation is currently in progress, including the introduction of data 
from selected chromosome databases, e.g. the data gathered by Joan Vallès and Montse 
Torrell from the genus Artemisia or the personal files of M.Àngels Cardona, deposited at 
the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona and gathered by Isabel Moya. 

A next step to be fasten is the organization of a Scientific Committee to ensure the qual
ity of the information contained in the database and to guide further development, such as 
making the information available through the Internet, linking to other information sys
tems, designing chromosome research projects in those taxonomic groups or regions in 
which a low level of cytotaxonomic knowledge is present, and, last but not least, obtain
ing a solid base of financial support the relatively low pace of CROMO CA T growth can 
be explained by its dependence on private initiative. 
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